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Once again, Cheshire Connect has had a very successful year despite the
challenges of the pandemic. Thanks to our funders, we can once again report
that we have engaged with more charities and businesses than last year and
been able to respond to the needs of charities as they continue to work in
challenging times.
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We look forward to further meeting the demands of the sector in supporting charities to find the right
skills that will have the biggest impact on their work and futures. Our business network is growing, and
we are looking forward to helping many more businesses provide a successful and meaningful
relationship with the charities they are supporting as well as supporting their own corporate social
responsibility aspirations.
In summary, Cheshire Connect is absolutely committed to being there for charities and businesses that
want to have a meaningful relationship that will enable them to make a real difference to the
communities they support. We are very proud of what we achieve and of the sustainable relationships
that we facilitate between the charity and not for profit sector and the very generous businesses that
offer their skills where charities need them. We would like to say a very big thank you to all our
business skill donors who give so much of their time to support charities and not for profits. A very big
thank you also goes to our funders - without their support, our work would not be possible. Thank you
for the continued support of all who contribute to Cheshire Connect.

“Meeting Cheshire Connect has quite literally lifted a huge weight off our
shoulders and removed a burden I couldn't see us overcoming, particularly with
the website. The positive way Cheshire Connect engaged us, the speed with which
they were able to secure people to donate their time to us and the fabulous people
they connected us with has transformed our outlook and ambition almost
overnight. It has been such a fantastic experience which has and will continue to
make a huge difference to an organisation like ours.”
Chris Judge, Founder – Directions for Men

Our Year
in Figures
5870 skilled volunteering hours
Up 14% on last year

£666,101 worth of skilled
volunteering hours

216 skill matches facilitated

What about our matches
between charities and skill
donors

63% of our skill donors were from
the business community
Over 400 businesses engaged

31% of our skill donors are skilled
individuals

6% of our matches are between

Over 300 charities engaged

charities sharing their skills

100 Chief Executives supported through
our suite of forums; Connect Lead and
Learn, Connect Lead and Learn Access,
Connect Ask and Learn - a mix of peer
support groups and leadership development
programmes

Up 9% on last year

multiple skill donors who have
worked with a charity to make a
significant strategic difference

Attracted over £900,000 of funding
into the sector through the work of
Cheshire Connect
•

100%

89% of our matches involved

•
•
•

of skill donors feel they have learnt more about their local community and
were satisfied with the Cheshire Connect experience
of charities would recommend Cheshire Connect
of charities felt that the business skills have had significant impact on the
running of their charity
of skill donors would recommend Cheshire Connect to others
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How Cheshire Connect Delivers
Support to the Community
Our Mission
To make a positive difference to
people and communities in Cheshire by
helping businesses and charities to
work together.
Our Values
Collaboration – working effectively
with businesses, charities and key
stakeholders to develop stronger
communities together.
Understanding – building knowledge of
our local communities and strong
relationships to clearly understand
how we can best direct our resources.
Passion – we are passionate about
stimulating lasting change and building
stronger communities.

What we do
We link charities with local businesses
who provide, free of charge, the
professional skills that charities need
to become more effective, more
efficient, sustainable and create
robust business strategies for
delivering services to their
communities.
How we do it
We have a small team of Business
Connectors who work across
Cheshire, Warrington and Halton.
They use their knowledge and
expertise to understand the
aspirations of charities and agree a
plan to move forward. The business
connectors then find a business or a
skilled individual with the relevant
skills to support the charity.

Types of support we can
bring to charities
Quick Fixes – small, short- term, clearly
defined parcels of advice or support in
areas such as marketing, legal, IT or
HR,
Trustees and Mentors – we help find
mentors and trustees for charities who
can make a significant contribution to
the strategic direction of a charity.
Longer-term Projects – we work
strategically with charities to build
capacity, improve effectiveness and
increase the number of positive
outcomes. This can include business
and financial planning and support to
develop new projects for
sustainability.
Types of skills needed – The skills we
have found this year for charities
include – effective management, IT,
legal, finance, visioning, business
planning, financial planning, systems
and processes, data management,
marketing, mentoring, HR and social
media.

Cheshire Connect Transform Programme
During 2021-22, Cheshire Connect introduced the Transform Programme. This unique programme was
designed to support charities post pandemic. With twelve charities now accessing the programme, we have
seen targeted support being put in place for the charities involved.
This is an intensive eighteen-month support programme that enables charities to develop aspects of the
charity with a significant amount of special business support. All the charities that are involved are benefiting
from several business skill donors focusing on strategic planning, mentoring, business analysis, marketing and
a number of other key business functions.
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During 2021-22, Cheshire Connect has continued to deliver leadership support programmes for charities across Cheshire and
Warrington. We deliver three distinct programmes that support leaders in making their charities sustainable in the long term.
Connect Lead and Learn
Being a leader is often a lonely place. Connect Lead and Learn is a CEO network that meets to support each other and also
engage in bespoke learning sessions that can support leadership development. This programme is designed for CEO level and is
accessed by invitation to the group. We currently have thirteen members on our Connect Lead and Learn group.
Connect Lead and Learn Access
This programme is designed for aspiring leaders and is aimed at giving support and learning around leadership theory and
implementation. Connect Lead and Learn Access has currently had sixty middle leaders access the programme of which many have
secured senior leadership positions through the prorgramme.
Connect Ask and Learn
This programme was set up during the pandemic and leaders have asked that it continue. Connect Ask and Learn is a leadership
support network that operates in all our areas of operation. Leaders meet bimonthly to discuss challenges and also update each
other on developments across the sector.

Who?
Smile Group is based in Cheshire East and supports those suffering from Perinatal depression - including families of
sufferers.
The charity was introduced to Craig Poppleton from Lean Minds Ltd, project management and business adviser.
Why?

Impact
The skill donor offered mentorship and helped Ruth to develop her business management skills, sharing
methodologies and templates. Plus, facilitated a workshop session with the Trustees, management, and staff themed
‘collaboration for the future’. Additionally, the skill donor has provided fund raising connections within the local
community.
The action points from the workshop have been translated into a clear prioritised action plan, to help improve
internal communications and external service delivery. The charity is developing a fund-raising catalogue of services,
which can be a tangible way to demonstrate how funds will be utilised to deliver services, to encourage more giving.
One of the business skill donors has been able to offer insights to help the charity form a new initiative, which is to
extend their services to offer ‘paternal’ peri-natal support. This is a new venture and will bridge the current gap in
specialist services, for men’s mental health support, during challenging times approaching or newly becoming a
parent.

Case Study 1

Additionally, during the Covid-19 pandemic, the charity management, service delivery teams and trustees were
working remotely. Ruth identified there was a requirement to create a catalyst to bring about stronger collaboration
and cohesion. The need for everyone to re-group, understand the trials and tribulations and bring about a mutually
beneficial integrated team, to help reinforce the common aims and objectives of the charity, and bring about action
for the future sustainability for the charity to move forward.

Smile Group – Mentor Support

The charity Co-Founder, Ruth, was keen to develop her business acumen and better understand options for managing
the overwhelming demand for their services.

‘Smile Group are a wonderful charity; Ruth, the Co-Founder and Operational Director, is a great person to work with, open, and
receptive to taking on board new ideas and fresh perspectives. Plus, Ruth is always very appreciative and eager to learn. I am
very pleased to see there has been positive outcomes from my skill share support. It makes it all worthwhile and I am looking
forward to offering additional new skill support in the form of ‘project and programme management’, to help with the
implementation stages soon.’
Craig Poppleton – Lean Minds Ltd.
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Who?
The Seashell Trust provides high quality specialist care and education, including physical training to children
and young adults with one or more form of complex communication and learning difficulties, which means, that
they require special provision.
Why?
Cheshire Connect and Seashell Trust have been working together since 2016. They understand how important
it is for staff to feel valued and mentoring is high on their priority list. Cheshire Connect have provided many
individuals to help their staff, at various levels of responsibility within the organisation. Since May 2021 we
have secured the support of four skilled mentors, and this is ongoing.

Impact
The benefits of mentoring can be difficult to measure as the matches are confidential. However, it’s important
to keep in touch with the mentor/charity to ensure that the process is working for all parties. Each match is
unique and normally takes place with monthly meetings over a six-to-twelve-month period. Feedback has
always been positive and is testimony to the quality of our skill donors. The Trust see the mentoring support as
a vital element in supporting staff, retaining staff and improving their well-being.

Case Study 2

Maria McGrath, Senior Learning and Development Business Partner, Seashell Trust

Mentoring

“The mentors that Cheshire Connect have provided over our long relationship have been an invaluable service to the charity
and especially our staff who benefit and develop. I want to personally thank Cheshire Connect.”

Case Study 3

Project Management

Who?
The Joshua Tree is a Children’s Cancer Support charity that was founded in 2006 by Lynda and David Hill
after their son was diagnosed with leukaemia. The charity supports children affected by cancer and their
families.
Why?
The acting CEO Piers McLiesh approached Cheshire Connect to see if we were able to assist by introducing a
professional who would be able to project manage the integration of a new case management system called
Lamplight, as the current system was dated and did not offer the functions the team needed.
Impact
The impact and quality of the project management support provided by Ecolab has had a huge impact on
the charity and allowed the implementation to be a smooth one, which has contributed to the success of the
change management process too. This has minimised the disruption to the charity’s daily operation and allowed
them to use their funds elsewhere.
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Our Finances
Our Expenditure
Our Funding
Over 90% of our funds were generously donated by local
businesses. We are encouraged that local businesses are
keen to support our work as part of their commitment to
being excellent ‘company citizens’ or demonstrating best
practice in Corporate and Social Responsibility. Securing
sustainable funding is critical to our success.

We continue to focus on delivering best value and making our
finances spread effectively and efficiently. We keep our running
costs very low with the majority of our expenditure accounting
for staff costs. The success of Cheshire Connect is dependent on
the quality of the people we recruit, develop end retain. Without
these talented individuals, Cheshire Connect would not be as
successful as it is.

Pro Bono Support
We are very grateful to all our funders and very proud to be
associated with them.

Our Accounts

This year we are enormously grateful to all the businesses who
have generously donated a wide range products and services to
Cheshire Connect which equated to £68,000.

We are very grateful to all our funders and very proud to be
associated with them.

Our Generous
Supporters

We thank all our partners for their financial
support, enthusiasm and the belief in the
work we do. We would like to say a very
special thank you to:

Cheshire Connect is a registered charity. The support of our local businesses and funding from local and
regional trusts is our lifeblood. We could not offer our services without this support and we are
enormously grateful. In addition to the financial support which funds our staff, a number of businesses
generously offer their time, services and skills on a pro bono basis.

Cheshire Connect Limited is a Registered Charity, Number: 1153334. Company Number: 08050352, Registered in England and
Wales. Registered Address: UHY, St. Johns Chambers, Love Street, Chester. CH1 1QN.
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